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After seeing our John of God story husband reveals to his wife that he was also a victim

FIGHTING BACK: Joe Devine
Joe Devine’s heart-wrenching account of why he broke 35 years of angry silence

Why didn’t you tell me?
The shame: You might not have heard me

By Michael O’Farrell
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Whistleblower psychiatrist at St John of God says its code of silence endangers children

Dangerous culture of omerta

ORDER HEAD WHO OFTEN VISITED HIM IN MALAWI

WHISTLEBLOWER psychiatrist at St John of God says its code of silence endangers children

In an open article for the Irish Mail on Sunday, psychiatrist Dr Michael O’Farrell says there is a "dark culture of silence" in the mental health sector that endangers children. He says that while the hospital’s code of silence is "meaningless", he has referred to an ongoing investigation into the allegations against St John of God.

The article, which is due to be published on January 28, is titled "Retracting Silence: How a Whistleblower at St John of God Challenged the Code of Silence in Mental Health Care".

Dr O’Farrell is the co-founder of the Irish Mental Health Service Providers’ Association, which is a national association that represents the interests of mental health service providers in Ireland. He is also a member of the Irish Mental Health Network, which is an independent network of mental health organizations.
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